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Why Should You Choose Yooz?

Yooz leverages a unique combination of advanced technologies
and the most AP-specific features on the market.
How Does Yooz Work?
No touch

 Intelligent workflows to automate your
approvals and payments
 YoozStamp and YoozSmartSplit: 100% of
documents separated automatically

Search – Lookup – Monitoring – KPIs
 All documents stored securely, in the cloud,
easy to search and find

Purchase

 Gain instant visibility and stop losing
documents

 Automate PR/PO and approve using
workflows
 Create purchase requests and generate
purchase orders automatically
 Manage deliveries and monitor budget

Security – Compliance
 Detection of fraud (falsified documents,
detection of inconsistent data, duplicates)

Capture

 Regulatory compliance (reliable audit trail,
legal archiving, reliable copy, time stamp,
etc.)

 Capture all your invoices in one place from any
channel: 100% of your invoices, PR, PO, credit
notes captured via email, scan, EDI, mobile...

Export
 Invoice capture and automation
seamlessly integrated with more than
250 ERPs worldwide

Don’t Take Our Word for It! Our clients are the heroes of our story.

4,000 companies across all business sectors worldwide automate their invoices every day with Yooz!

Shawn Delaney,
Controller

Jen KIM,
Finance Manager

Michael K. Hoskins,
Executive President and CFO

Patsy Price,
Director of Operations

Nancy McCarthy,
Practice Manager

‘‘Because we’ve saved so much
time with Yooz, we’ve been able
to redeploy our AP staff into more
strategic, value-added work. They are
better organized, have eliminated
stress, and feel like they are actually
contributing to our company’s success.’’

‘‘Automating our invoice
process with Yooz is
guaranteeing total
security and traceability
of daily operations
on all our UK and
Spain restaurants.’’

‘‘Thanks to Yooz,
we are ready
for additional growth
at new locations
and higher volume
without having
to increase our staffing.’’

‘‘Since implementing Yooz
for our five-store dealership group, the
invoice processing time has been reduced
by 50%, the cost associated with cutting
checks has decreased by 75%, saving us
nearly $35,000 a year, and our GMS have
complete visibility into our AP process.’’

‘‘One of the strengths
that Yooz has is the
unique ability to
work in a multi-entity
environment. It’s a big
deal for us at Silverware
and the clients we serve!’’
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